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Both people of different 
origins and their rights 
concern groups expect 

the government to provide them 
more services in dealing with daily  
activities as basic as consulting a 
doctor or taking public transport.

Fifty-year-old native of India 
Shana Devi has been living in Hong 
Kong for over 20 years. She said most 
doctors would prescribe her Panadol 
no matter what illness she had. 

She cannot speak  Cantonese and 
can only utter simple English words, 
like “yes” or “no”. When consulting 
local doctors, she could only show 
them her problems by pointing at 
the part of her body. At most times, 
the doctors just prescribed  her some 
painkillers eventually.

Using body language and simple 
English, Mrs Devi said she can 
manage her daily life in Hong Kong 
like buying food in the market. Yet, 

when it comes to filling in either 
English or Chinese application forms 
or visiting doctors, she is frustrated in 
facing them.

Her son Lal Rajesh, a 28-year-
old construct ion worker, sa id 
he was depressed when seeing 
doctors, though he speaks f luent 
Cantonese. “When I ask the 
doctor what’s wrong with me, they 
won’t bother explaining it to me,” 
he complained.  

Born and raised in Hong Kong, 
Mr Rajesh said that many doctors 
turn their cold shoulders to ethnic 
minorities. He recalled that once his 
arm was injured by falling debris at 
a construction site, the doctor did 
not treat him properly. “The doctor 
swung my arm from side to side even 
though I cried that it hurts!” he 
said angri ly.

He continued: “There are only 
a few good doctors in Hong Kong, 
but you wouldn’t know where to 

find them.”
F e r m i e 

Wong Wai-fan, 
the founder 
and campaign 
director of Hong 
Kong Unison, 
which is a non-
g o v e r n m e n t a l 
organisation that 
fights for the 
rights of ethnic 
minorities, said 
that problems 
with doctors are 
common.

According to 
Ms Wong, one 
of her clients, 
who cannot 
speak Cantonese 

or English, had been prescribed 
Panadol after every consultation for 
her long-term headache. Finally, she 
was diagnosed of depression.

“This is a life-and-death 
problem,” said Ms Wong. She said 
that these sort of problems can be 
prevented by examining thoroughly 
and by providing appropriate 
translation services. However, she 
pointed out that it is not easy to find 
qualified interpreters.

Ms Wong said that ethnic 
minorities lack channels to 
seek help. “Many people from 
South Asia lack the most basic 
and essential knowledge about 
government policies in Hong 
Kong, especially on the housing 
and social welfare systems,” she 
said. “They do not know who 
and where to approach when they 
need help.”

Sakina Ghutlam, 24, who came 
to Hong Kong with her family 
from Pakistan, has been acting as 
interpreter for her family since she 
was 11. Living with a father with 
asthma, diabetes and heart problems 
and a younger brother born with 
lung disease, Ms Ghutlam felt that 
she had to shoulder the duty of 
taking care of her family.

Later on, she has extended her 
voluntary service to her countrymen 
here because she found there was 
a lack of voluntary translation 
services and hiring a private 
translator is expensive. 

“It’s not for the money,” she 
said firmly and pointed out that it is 
wrong to take advantage of people 
when they are sick, “I want to help 
people whole-heartedly.” 

She graduated from a translation 
training course provided by 
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Fermie Wong Wai-fan suggests that doctors should treat patients 
of ethnic minorities with thorough examination and appropriate 
interpretation services.
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2
1  Ms Wong (right) is explaining to Shana Devi (left) 
how to fill in a government application form, with 
Mrs Devi’s grandson Honey in the middle. 

2-3  Some Hong Kong people are annoyed by the 
Southeast Asian workers, gathering near the  Central 
MTR station (2) on holidays, or at the footbridge 
linking the International Finance Centre and Statute 
Square Garden (3). 
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When I ask the doctor 
what’s wrong with 
me, they won’t bother 

explaining it to me.
 

Christian Action, a non-governmental 
group which provides translation 
training conducted by doctors two 
months ago.  She said finding out 
the rules and ethics of providing 
translation service are what she got 
most out of the course, apart from 
medical terminology.  

She intends to be a professional 
interpreter but she worries that only a 
few of her countrymen living here know 
that they can ask for the translation 
service when they consult a doctor.

Public hospitals in Hong Kong 
started a translation service for ethnic 
minorities beginning in June 2008. 
Interpreters for languages like Hindi, 
Urdu, Punjabi and Nepali are provided.

But the quality and standard of the 
interpreters have been questioned by 
advocacy groups such as Hong Kong 
Unison because a proper accreditation 
scheme for medical interpreters is not 
yet available in Hong Kong. 

According to the Hospital 
Authority (HA), which has been 
working with Hong Kong Sheng 
Kung Hui Lady MacLehose Centre to 
provide interpretation service in public 
hospitals, the contractor’s interpreters 
are native speakers who have gone 
through rigorous written and verbal 
language testing. They have also 
received structural training covering 
interpretation skills, workflow 
arrangement, crisis intervention, and 
code of ethics etc.  

In addition, HA provides 
supplementary training on 
understanding of medical 
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terminology and hospital services to 
these interpreters.

There are also random on-site spot 
checks by experienced interpreters, 
close service monitoring and 
assessment including the conduction 
of periodical satisfaction surveys on 
patients and end-user departments. 

Patients who attend the Accident 
and Emergency Department could have 
the interpretation service within two 
hours for emergency cases and within 
four hours for non-urgent cases. As for 
patients attending outpatient clinics, 
they have to make booking in advance,  
at least one day before the appointment 
with the hospital or clinic concerned.

Nevertheless, HA has prepared 
standard response cue cards in various 
languages to facilitate the frontline staff 
to communicate with ethnic minorities.

Besides consulting doctors, 
communication with police and 
other Cantonese-speakers is another 
problem faced by the people of 
different origins. 

Biju Limbu, who works in a 
Nepalese salon in Jordan, said some 
Nepalis got trouble with the police 
officers and ended up in a fight with 
them when they could not speak 
English or Cantonese well, especially 
when they were drunk or under the 
influence of drugs. 

Leodegaria Garcia Jumarang, 
56, a domestic helper working for a 
family in Ma On Shan, was angry with 
a minibus driver who was impolite to 
her a few months ago. She said she 
had called out her stop repeatedly 

when the minibus was approaching 
it.  But the driver did not slow down, 
so she missed her stop.

She then asked the driver to take 
her back. The driver refused and even 
swore at her. 

Finally, she decided to call the 
police to fight for her rights. After a 
talk between the police officer and 
the driver, the driver apologised. 

But she thought that the driver’s 
apology was not sincere. “I guess the 
driver did so just because the police 
officer reminded him that I could 
sue him,” she said.

Chan Heung-ping, a 45-year-old 
clerk, said that she was sometimes 
annoyed by the Filipinos in Central 
on Sundays. “The truth is that they 
make big noise and sometimes I could 
hardly cross the bridge,” said Chan, 
referring to the footbridge linking 
the International Finance Centre and 
Statue Square Garden.  She said that 
the government should allocate more 
resources for improving the welfare 
of foreign workers.

Early this year, Financial Secretary 
John Tsang Chun-wah announced 
the establishment of four regional 
service centres for ethnic minorities 
in his budget speech. Sixteen million 
Hong Kong dollars was earmarked 
by the government for the operating 
expenses of these centres for the 
coming year, and an additional eight 
million dollars will be allocated to 
subsidise the start-up costs. 

With the help of various non-
governmental organisations, the 

four centres will provide centralised 
telephone interpretation to assist 
ethnic minorities’ access to health 
and social welfare services. Language 
programmes, both English and 
Chinese, and activities that facilitate 
them to integrate with local people 
will be organised. 

However, James Lung Wai-
man, chairman of the Southern 
Democratic Alliance, said that the 
language courses provided by the 
government may not cater for the real 
needs of ethnic minorities. “Ethnic 
minorities expect to find jobs by 
learning English or Cantonese. But 
what government provides indeed are 
‘interest classes’,” he said.           

With the Racial Discrimination 
Ordinance, which will come into 
effect next year , Fermi Wong Wai-
fan of Hong Kong Unison predicted 
that it may raise the awareness of 
the public and medical staff that all 
people have rights no matter where 
are their places of origins. 

Yet, Ms Wong, also the campaign 
director, emphasised that this 
should only be the first step for 
the government to deal with the 
problem of discrimination faced by 
the ethnic minorities.

After all, Ms Wong stressed the 
importance of care in overcoming 
the language barrier between local 
people and ethnic minorities. 

“Patience and passion are the 
keys to communication between us. 
These are what most Hong Kong 
people lack,” she said.  
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u Leodegaria Garcia Jumarang faced discrimination while taking a 
light bus in Ma On Shan a few months ago.


